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17.2.2006 
Nuevo Malolos SC44 -  Operational review and forecast 

Post-drill analysis of the Nuevo Malolos well in SC 44, Philippines, has confirmed that there are good 
prospects that the well will be able to produce hydrocarbons, principally gas, at commercial rates. 

DRILLING SUMMARY 

� Good hydrocarbon shows were encountered over a number of sandy intervals during drilling from 
about 1,330 ft to total depth of 6,384 ft.   The aggregate sand intervals encountered total 761 ft. 

 
� Log interpretation indicates moveable hydrocarbons in a number of the sand sequences 

penetrated.   
 
� Excellent porosities (23%-27%) and permeabilities (100 to 400 millidarcies) have been measured in 

a core cut between 2,759 ft and 2,769 ft, confirming the presence of some exceptional reservoir 
quality sands, especially in consideration of the fore-arc basin geological setting of the Visayan 
Basin.   

 
� Reservoir fluid analysis of the core has confirmed the presence of both light immature oil and gas. 

 
� A drill stem test conducted in the open hole over the cored interval exhibited a strong pressure 

build-up to almost 1000 psi before the tool plugged and the test was aborted. 
 

� Some oil was recovered in a test of a Toledo formation sand through casing at 6,223 ft; this oil is 
currently being typed. 

 
� Although hole conditions (wash-out zones associated with fault/fracture systems penetrated, and 

unstable shale sequences) prevented additional testing, the well has been secured with casing to 
total depth.  The casing is cemented except for the main wash-out zone (and the underlying sand 
sequence) between 2,750 ft and 2,800 ft. 

 
GOING FORWARD 
 

� The interval between 2,750 ft and 2,800  ft has excellent reservoir properties and remains untested.  
 
� This interval includes the section cored (2,759  ft 2,769  ft) and was perforated and tubing run 

before rig release but not tested because the un-cemented volume behind casing exceeds the 
tubing volume. 

 
� The well was completed with tubing and a sliding sleeve so that on test the full casing volume can 

be made to be accessible to fluids recovered on test (see attached figure). 
 

� A wireline unit and other equipment required to test the perforated interval are being researched 
and a test could be ready within 6 – 8 week. 

 
The results to date of the Nuevo Malolos well are also encouraging with regard to the hydrocarbon 
prospectivity of the remainder of the 1000 square kilometre SC44 licence area. 
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Sliding sleeve

Glass disk

2 7/8” tubing

Cement to 1650 ft

7” casing

9 5/8” casing

Shoe 2404 ft

13” + OD

Cement plug 
2990 - 3000 ft

Perfs. (5 spf) 
2750 - 2780 ft

Nuevo Malolos1 

Casing/Perforation 

Assembly

Maingit sandstone


